If Qn = Pn + iv n , lim p n -h > 0, 2 (l/p n ) is a divergent series of positive terms, and (p n + q n )u n -p n u n _ } = y n always, where y n ->®, then u H -> 0.
Let p,,/(Pn + °n) and l/(p n + q n ) be denoted respectively by a n and c n ; then
Here we have I a n \ ^ -22-< 1; |c,,| ^ _ L _ < i -( l _ | On |).
Pn + h, p n + h h
Further, since 2(l/p n ) is a divergent series of positive terms,
Thus the theorem of Copson and Ferrar is included in the following:
n If u n -a n u n _i + c n y n , where \a n < < 1 always, IT a r tends to zero, i , | gS K (1 -| a n |), iC fiemy j/ia;e^, awd ?/" -> 0, <Ae«-u n -> 0. A proof of this can be obtained by putting b n = 0 in Theorem I which occurs later in this paper. The latter concerns sequences (u n ) obtained from a recurrence relation of the form (1) u n = a n M,,_! + b n u n _ 2 + c n 6 n , where 0 n -> 0. § 2. Supposing equations (1) to have been solved for u n , we derive an equation of the form
Clearly A\\ = c n . The following lemma enables us to set bounds to the other coefficients, A™' 1 , etc., a n d t o B n .
Lemma. / / / 3 n be determined by the equations fii -h flo, /3r = Z,.j8 r _i+m r j3 r _ 2 , then r -l I oM n u. Again, in virtue of (i) and (iii), B n tends to zero.
Thus we may apply Toeplitz's Theorem to (2), and conclude that u n tends to zero. § 4. Further similar results may be obtained immediately by the use of the lemma. In particular, the following are of some interest. In this case | a n | 5; kjl, so that the series is convergent. It can easily be shewn that \A r n \, \B n \ are bounded, so that the result follows at once from Toeplitz's Theorem. It is evident that this is still true if we only assume For here we have § 5. We may rewrite the inequality (3) in the form , = r + 1 and deal similarly with the inequality for|5, t j. If we now impose suitable conditions on the infinite product n *±, m=i a n theorems analogous to I, II, III above may be obtained. A formal statement of these is not, however, necessary here.
